Early Sign Up Could Pay!
Sign up for Frontier Cooperative’s Seasonal Price Producer Contract by March 1st of 2018 and
Get Entered for a Drawing for a $0.05 Premium on 5000 bushels of Corn or Soybeans!
Why Enroll in Seasonal Price?
Historical trends show that the time from planting to pollination is typically the best time to be making new crop corn
and soybean sales. Frontier Cooperative’s Seasonal Price Contract is an excellent way to make sure you are making sales
during this busy time of year when historically markets are at their best with a simple and disciplined pricing strategy.
How does it work?
-

-

-

Frontier will price an equal amount of new crop for you at the market close on every Wednesday in May, June
and July (7.69% of enrolled bushels are priced every week. Midweek pricing helps avoid potential volatile
market moves at the start or end of the week during the growing season. Due to the holiday, pricing for
Wednesday, July 4th will occur on Tuesday, July 3rd at market close)
The last sale is made on July 25th, at which time your final price is established based on the average of the three
month pricing period
Why the months of May, June and July?
Historical trends show that these three months are typically the best time to be pricing grain (planting, early
growing season, pollination, and any weather occurrences that may impact those events)

Seasonal Price Advantages:
- Helps diversify your marketing plan with a simple and disciplined pricing strategy and removes the emotion and
stress on a portion of your production by automatically executing for you. There is no cost to enroll!
- Prices grain for you in a time frame when markets are typically the highest, and when you are also the busiest!
- Gives you the freedom to make additional sales during the pricing window knowing you have upside potential
with any unsold Seasonal Price bushels
- Can be utilized for harvest delivery bushels to any Frontier location or any end user market provided by Frontier
or converted into a HTA which allows additional shipment flexibility
Give us a call to get signed up today!
Sign up deadline is April 30th 2018. Early sign up period for the drawing ends March 1st 2018. Don’t miss out!
Nick Sousek – 402-480-2661

Zach Boss – 402-480-2029

Kelsey Fien – 402-367-8893

